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It’s hard to struggle with infertility when it appears that  everyone else can
procreate at the drop of a hat!   Even if you know that one in eight couples
experiences infertility, it can feel like you are alone with this medical
diagnosis.   This may be especially so when you hear those unintentional but
hurtful remarks from those around you. A good strategy is to have some
quick responses handy to avoid ending up angry or in tears.  (Elevator
Speech) 

Here are some typical remarks you may
be familiar with. In my book Love &
Infertility:  Survival Strategies for Infertility,
Marriage & Life I share tips and strategies
for balancing it all!  I also share my
anxiety over the questioning and my
ability to reply while keeping my
emotional self regulated.  Here are some
of my tried responses, pick the script that
resonates with you and put them into
your fertility warrior tool box.

LIVING IN THE FERTILE WORLD 

"It was the anticipation of the questions at the event and the not knowing 
when or if it would happen caused me great anxiety." 

KRISTEN 
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To the point
 

Sometimes you are just annoyed and may need to express your frustration 
directly. While you may not be providing much information at the moment, 
you will get the message across: the other person will likely be alerted that 

they need to be more sensitive. You may want to pick another time to 
explain your reaction.  

 

COME BACK QUIPS 
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Put yourself in my shoes
This is a particularly good strategy to
use with family and friends who you
want to stay connected to, but who may
need a little help in having a more
supportive attitude. It may take some
energy on your part, but getting others
to put on a sympathetic lens (and
causing a little guilt at the same time), is
not such a bad thing.  

Graceful exits
 These “easy out” comments are best
used in brief hallway or social
encounters, when the person asking you
the question hardly knows you at all,
and you just need to get away. When
you quickly leave, some people may
catch on that their question was not a
good one to ask.

Skirting the issue
Skirting the issue can be used if you
want to convey in a more subtle way
that a statement was offensive to you.
Some people don’t respond to this
evasiveness and you may need to be “to
the point” or help them to be more
understanding by asking them to “put
yourself in my shoes.” 

Using humor
A humorous answer, which is usually an
exaggeration, may or may not get the
point across directly.  But you can laugh
while you say it and move on, protecting
yourself from feeling hurt.
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Some uncomfortable questions
and interactions.  

SO, WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO
START A FAMILY?
To the point
You know, sometimes a situation
isn’t what it appears to be.

We have a whole team of experts
working on this.

Babies don’t always come that
easy to some people.

Skirting the issue
I have learned not to ask people
when they are going to start a
family.

What do you mean? My
husband/wife/partner and I ARE a
family.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 

Using Humor
Gee, we haven’t really thought of 
it, now that you mention it, we 
should get going.

That’s a great question! Maybe 
we should start right now!

Is that a proposition? I don’t think
my spouse would like that!
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JUST RELAX AND YOU’LL GET
PREGNANT

To the point
Huh, I thought it took a sperm and
an egg to get pregnant.

Relaxing is great for vacation, but
if you want a baby sometimes you
need to work at it.

Would you tell someone with
cancer to just relax? Infertility is a
medical issue.

Skirting the issue
You’re right, relaxation is great for
the soul isn’t it?

Put Yourself in My Shoes

For us, trying to conceive is a full
time job, want to know what’s
involved?

A Did you know some people need
medical help to have a child?

Graceful Exits

Gee, have you tried those pretzels,
they’re great, I’m going to get
some more…

Speaking of family, I can’t seem to
find my lovely spouse. Nice
chatting with you!
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JUST RELAX AND YOU’LL GET
PREGNANT

Put yourself in my shoes:
Would you do me a favor? Please
don’t say that again; it’s hurtful to
people who truly want a child and for
whatever reason it’s just not
happening.

Yeah, try relaxing when you’re
constantly being poked and prodded
and are waiting for test results. Want
to switch places for a day?

Using Humor
That line should be added to the list
of great myths along with “the check
is in the mail!”

Graceful exit:
Your suggestion to relax has me
longing for a soft chair, if you don’t
mind I’m going to sit over there.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
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I DON’T KNOW HOW TO TELL YOU
THIS…I’M PREGNANT

To the point
I’m really happy for you, but I need to 
tell you this… if you sense I’m acting 
different, it’s because we are still 
trying to have a baby and some days 
are just hard on me.

Skirting the issue
Congratulations, you are one lucky 
couple.
That’s terrific.

Using Humor
Wow, we’ll have to take lessons from 
you!

Put yourself in my shoes
Just so you know, you being pregnant
doesn’t have anything to do with our 
situation, but I can’t but feel a little 
envious and uncomfortable.

You know… don’t take it personally 
but I won’t be attending your shower. 
We’re currently trying to have a baby 
and right now I don’t have it in me to 
see all of the baby items

Graceful Exit
Congratulations. I wish you a healthy 
baby Gotta run, I’m needed in the 
kitchen.



I’M STILL WAITING FOR THAT
GRANDCHILD!

To the point
Just so you know, we’d love to give
you a grandchild and we’re working
on doing just that!

How about if we make a deal…
don’t ask me that anymore, and
you’ll be the first to know when
we’ll have an addition to our
family.

So are we! We have a whole team
of experts working on it.

Skirting the issue
Waiting is difficult for us, too.

You know, that song was right; the
waiting is the hardest part.

Using Humor

Maybe we should buy you a pet to
play with while you are waiting!

Boy! That statement is as obvious
as passing gas in church.

Put yourself in my shoes
You may not realize this, but the
comment “I’m still waiting for a
grandchild” is very hurtful. I’m sure
you don’t mean it to be. We are
trying, as you know.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
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Put yourself in my shoes
I’m sure you didn’t mean to hurt 
my feeling, but it does. We’re 
trying to fulfill your wishes and 
ours. A more helpful statement 
might be, “We’re here for you if 
you need us.”

Graceful Exits:
Speaking of waiting, I need to run 
to the bathroom.



YOU CAN ALWAYS ADOPT

To the point
Since I deal with fertility issues
every day, I know adoption is an
option but have you ever sat for a
moment and thought about what
such decision means?

You’re right, adoption is an option
for people who struggle with
infertility.

Skirting the issue
True, adoption is an option, isn’t it?

Using Humor
Adoption, surrogacy, high tech
medical treatment! There are so
many options are there, I’m going
to go and google it right now!

Now there’s an easy answer.
Thanks!

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
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Put yourself in my shoes

Have you ever just stopped and 
thought for a moment about what 
is involved in adoption? It’s a 
lengthy process and you need a 
great deal of emotional, physical, 
spiritual, and financial reserve to 
make the decision that adoption is 
the right way to create your family.

Sounds so easy doesn’t it? As if 
you’re the only one who’s thought 
of that one! But think about all the 
things adoption entails… and you 
might think twice about suggesting 
it.

Graceful exits
Thanks for the suggestion, have a 
nice day!

Good thought. Thanks. 



YOU CAN HAVE MY KIDS FOR
A DAY!
To the point

You’re joking. But if you had to
go through what we are you
would never make that
comment again.

I would love a child for a
lifetime, not just one day.

You know what they say, the
grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence…your
lawn looks beautiful to me.

That’s pretty insensitive; would
you say to a blind person that
they could use you eyes for a
day? We have a medical issue
here!

Skirting the issue
That would be a dream come
true!

Where do you think they’d like
to go?

Using Humor
Renting out your kids for a
day? Sounds like you have a
great business concept there.

Great, thanks for the offer!
Come on kids, get in our car;
first we’re going to eat a lot of
candy and then go to the toy
store.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
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Put yourself if my shoes
Ouch! You probably don’t mean it to 
be, but that statement is very hurtful. 
We like to have a baby for a lifetime, 
not a day. We’re working so hard to
create our family, and saying we can 
take your kids for a day is not very 
sensitive to my feelings or 
circumstances.

Graceful exits
I’ll keep your offer in mind. Thanks.
Can we have your car, too?

 



If you didn’t think it was so
important to have a career, you
might be pregnant by now.

To the point
Is that supposed to be a helpful
comment? It’s my life and I have
carefully chosen the path I am
taking.

You say that as if there is no
medical issue, here. Instead of
making assumptions about my life,
it would be more helpful to ask me
how I’m doing.

That was so judgmental. Let’s just
change the subject. 

Please do not talk to me like that
again. 

Skirting the issue
Interesting point of view.   
I probably would of thought that
and not said it out loud.  

Hmm… what century do we live in
again?

 

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
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Using Humor
I see, so the real problem is that my 
computer is sending bad vibes to my 
uterus.

 Oh, somehow I forgot all about 
having a baby! Thanks for the 
reminder!

Put yourself if my shoes
 I know in your generation women 
didn’t always feel that they had many 
choices, but since I was raised to be 
self sufficient and self confident, I am 
proud of what I have achieved.

So much for all that encouragement 
to get ahead in the world! That’s 
make me feel really good.

Graceful exits

OK, now’s a good time not to be in 
the same room as you.  

 



Kristen Darcy 

In addition to being an author,  Kristen Darcy offers coaching 
services to individuals challenged with inferti l ity and facing a 
divorce.   She speaks at workshops and conferences around the 
country.  She has been highlighted in national publications and 
broadcast media including NBC’s The Today Show ,  Woman’s World  
 magazine,  PBS’ Health Week and The Boston Globe .  

Kristen’s latest support offering are Divorcing With Grace,  Making 
Dads:  Everything a Man Needs to Know when Dealing with Male 
Inferti l ity .    Kristen is the author of Love & Inferti l ity :  Survival  
Strategies for Balancing Inferti l ity ,  Marriage and Life the recipient 
of RESOLVE'S 2009 Hope Award for Best Book! and Girlfr iend To 
Girlfr iend: A Ferti l ity Companion. Most recently Kristen has been 
spotl ighted for her EveryDay Certainty System with Pocket 
Companion

HOPE YOU FOUND THIS HELPFUL
When I  was deal ing with my diagnosis I  
had extreme social  anxiety .   The same has 
been expressed by my cl ients .   I  thought 
these suggest ions might be helpful  for  a 
fel low warr ior .   Feel  free to email  me, 
kr isten@kristendaryc.com  i f  you'd l ike a 
complimentary in i t ial  coaching session.  

 

Love, Kristen 
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